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Get people to 

RETHINK CLEAN by…

Raising consumers' 

expectations for what can be.

Enlightening businesses to 

its bottom-line benefits.

And providing the tools they 

need to realize them.



facilities managers of the world

want to attract consumers to their business 

(whether it’s a stadium, gym, hotel, grocery 

store, doctor’s office, school, etc.)

see cleaning services and products as an 

investment that will benefit their bottom 

line, and to invest in them

rallying consumers to voice how much they 

care about businesses’ cleanliness
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What? Rethink what Clean Means:

Ignite consumers and businesses to rethink their standard of clean

Consumer B2B

How? Issue a "wakeup call" for consumers to see 

what they think is clean may not be as hygienic 

as they’d like AND inform them that a higher 

standard of clean is possible

Get the facilities managers of the world to see 

cleaning products and services as an 

investment that will benefit their bottom line

When? Big splash launch Q3 22 Sustaining Q3 22- Q2 23

Where? Celebrity Influencer Social

TT, IG, FB,

YT

Programmatic Social

LI, FB, IG

Earned Media

Earned Media Programmatic/

Video/OTT

Publisher 

Partnerships

Trade Media Paid Search

What 

will people 

do?

Voice how much they care about cleanliness Invest more in cleaning products and services



Disruptively draws 

the attention of B2B 

& B2C audiences to 

the importance of 

rethinking clean

A simple visual mark 

that can help 

consumers identify 

businesses that uphold 

our standards of clean 

and drive them to learn 

more

Introduce the 

feeling that comes 

with the new level of 

clean for business 

and consumer
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No matter how famous you become, you can

never be too sure about how clean your 

surroundings are. We’ll prove it by sending a 

germophobe celeb/influencer (cue Howie Mandel) on 

a journey to discover the grime hidden even in 

seemingly sparkling spaces.

Accompanied by an ISSA pro, Howie will tour 

cleaning-critical locations like restaurants, hotel 

facilities, and public restooms, where he’ll learn to 

rethink what clean   means — and learn howie

achieve it.



We’ll build anticipation and drive awareness of our series — and our message — with a short, dynamic trailer.
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